TYPICAL LADDER

NOTE
- 40' TRUSS RIGGED WITH TWO (2) TON MOTORS FOR IN/OUT TRAVEL
- LADDERS LAND @ 37'-0" OFF OF CL

CIRCUITS 268-272

CIRCUITS 283-287

CIRCUITS 278-282

CIRCUITS 273-277

S.R. LADDERS

CIRCUITS 328-331

2'-11"  3'-8"

CIRCUITS 403-4W
NOTES

- ELECTRICS #1-5 TRIM AT 26'-0" TO PIPE
- UNITS HANG ON 18" CENTERS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
- ALL FOR CIRCUITS (335-336) DISCONNECT @ PANEL STAGE LEFT
- ELECTRIC PIPES W/ RACEWAYS ARE 10' LONG AND BATTEN PIPES ARE 70' LONG
- FOR POSITIONS ARE NOT SHOWN AT SCALE DISTANCE FROM STAGE
SYMBOLS

RED
SOURCE 4 36 DEGREE 575W

BLUE
SOURCE 4 26 DEGREE 575W

GREEN
SOURCE 4 19 DEGREE 575W

SOURCE 4 PAR WIDE 575W

PAR 64 MEDIUM 1K

4 CIRC. 12 WINDOW T3 500W

TYPICAL

UNIT COLOR
CHANNEL TEMPLATE
DIMMER